Bouncy Houses, all kind of bouncy houses, bouncy castles, inflatable slides and bouncers with obstacles
Interactive Inflatable Games, like the sumo suits, the hamster ball and the gladiators.
Cool Games, including our lasser tag game and the aqua ball Lasser Tag, Aqua ball.
Promotions Bouncy Houses for our different bouncing houses for the Montreal, South and North shore

Promotions Bouncy Houses
We know that today bouncy houses packages you can find them everywhere. For this
reason we offer promotions that make sense and make a difference when you want to rent
bouncy houses.
Promotion Bouncy Houses #1: Delivery Service

One of our major promotions on the bouncy houses, as you may have
noticed, is that we deliver our inflatable games in Montreal, South Shore and
North Shore, all for free! Free! (Please check that your home and game is
included in our delivery service section.)
Our philosophy is not to rent bouncy houses and make money with
transportation. In case your area of residence is not included in our list, do
not worry, we'll charge you only the real cost of transport (fuel and salary of
the carrier).
Promotion # 2: Cotton Candy Machine

We offer you a cotton candy machine (1 per day available)! This is a good
idea to complete your party for kids that like candy and bouncy houses too.
You rent any of our bouncy games and this machine will cost you
absolutely nothing (except $ 20 for the sugar to make 50 cotton
candy). Book now your bouncy games and enjoy this promotion!

Promotion #3: Lasser Tag rental

Get the brand new game Lasser Tag it is safe for your children and get
the best deal when you rent one of our bouncy houses! This is a big
promotion. Indeed, this is a grate combo, imagine this: you can rent any of
our bouncy houses and for only $169 you can get one of the latest
interactive game for your party. You will have this game for 3 hours allinclusive. To learn more about the lasser tag visit our Lasser Tag
rental section.
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Promotion #4: Seasonal Promotion

Each month, we make promotions based on the season. We recommend that
you visit our website from time to time or follow us
on Twitter or Facebook. For the month of Januarywe offer you the
following options:
a) Pay one day and keep the mini bouncy houses for the weekend.
b) Rent the cotton candy machine with operator for 1 hour for $ 70.
Promotion #5: Membre of Monde Gonflable

Become a member and take advantage of our incredible prices throughout
the year without any modification. In fact, you know that during the high
season, prices can rise and promotions may change. Well only our members
can enjoy the same prices advance throughout the year, which means that
you have no surprises or changes in prices. To join, you simply pay the
nominal sum of $ 5.

We invite you to read our comment section and our blog bouncy houses
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